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IN A FEW WEEKS...

...volunteers from 32 countries will gather in Iceland for the 10th edition EFIL 
Volunteer Summer Summit. To help you do the final planning and packing, 
we’ve put together this Info Booklet. 

In case your questions are not answered after reading these 15 pages, 
please write to valentina.milanese@afs.org. We can’t wait to meet you all!

- Trainers, Support Team and Prep Team

mailto:valentina.milanese%40afs.org?subject=
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HOW TO GET TO THE 
VENUE
And other useful information on public transportation in Iceland.

Buses are the only public means of transport in 
Iceland besides taxis. There is one train but the 
track is a little less than 100m, so if you want 
to get around town, buses and walking are the 
cheapest way. If you are in the downtown area 
everything is within walking distance but if you 
want to explore further or go to a mall the bus 
system is the way to go. As a quick note we call 
our public town buses Strætó. So this will be a 
guide to all your bus needs in Iceland. 

When you arrive in Iceland you will land at Ke-
fla¬vík airport. Keen observers can see that Kefla-
vík is not Reykjavík. The best way to get to Reyk-
javík is by bus and you can pre-book the trip at: 
https://guidetoiceland.is/book-trips-holiday/vss-
2017?a=73663. We highly recommend you book 
ahead of time to save money. When you book 
through Guide to Iceland you will most likely be 
sharing the shuttle with other VSSers (look out for 
AFS t-shirts, tags, bags, etc). And don’t worry, there 
is a bus for every flight that lands at Keflavik airport, 
so if a time slots doesn’t suite you, you can be re-
directed to a more convenient shuttle. If you have 
doubts just shoot us or Guide to Iceland an email. 

The bus system can get you almost anywhere you 
want to go, especially inside of  Reykjavík. To find 
out which bus to take you can use: https://www.
bus.is/. There is also an app called ‘Strætó Bs.’ 
which has the same functionality but also allows 
you to pay with a credit card. By the way, the app 
is the only way to pay with a card. A ticket within 
the city limits will cost you 440 ISK kr and is valid 
for 75 min.The driver does not accept cards and 
does not carry change. If you pay with cash ask 
the driver for an exchange ticket (skiptimiði). 
 

As to traveling to the venue at Hellishólar it is a 
short drive out of town, a little over an hour by 
car. Public transportation is sparse and a quick 
jog would exhaust even the best of runners so we 
will be taking group buses. The buses will leave on 
the 13th of August from the AFS Ísland office in 
Reykjavík. Where is the AFS Ísland office? I’m glad 
you asked. It is at Skipholt 50c in Reykjavík. It is 
just a short walk up from Hlemmur station, where 
most Strætós buses stop. The AFS Ísland office 
will be open during the day so if you arrive early 
you will be able to drop off your bags there if you 
want to explore the city a bit before the buses 
leave. To find the office we recommend you look 
for AFS á Íslandi on Google Maps and save it to 
your phone. We also recommend saving the map 
of Reykjavík if you intend to wander around and 
don‘t feel like spending all your data. 

There will be two buses leaving venue-bound. 
You will be assigned to a bus depending on your 
time of arrival. You will be notified once all trav-
el documents will have been submitted, so stay 
alert. If your time slot does not work for you for 
some reason please do contact us. We will take 
comments into account but due to capacity con-
straints please keep in mind that not all requests 
can be met.  

https://guidetoiceland.is/book-trips-holiday/vss-2017?a=73663
https://guidetoiceland.is/book-trips-holiday/vss-2017?a=73663
https://www.bus.is/
https://www.bus.is/
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PACKING LIST:

Warm clothes  

Comfortable shoes to walk in (and even better if they’re water 
resistant)  

Raincoat and clothes for outdoors and sports clothes for leisure 
activities  

Sunscreen and sunglasses (for all the sun we hope we will get!)  

Costumes for the goodbye party: Mythological party  

Your personal toiletries: shampoo, soap, toothbrush, etc.  

AFS t-shirts/gadgets or any other AFS merchandise, souvenirs, 
food or drinks from your culture to trade and share at the VSS 
bazaar (check page 7 before packing alcohol). To explore our 
sustainable side this year the bazar goes veggie! Read all 
about it on page 9 and don’t pack any meat products.  

Outdoor and social games, as well as musical instruments if you 
want  

Social security card (for example the European Health Insurance 
Card)  

A credit/debit card (or cash in ISK if you prefer, but cards are 
accepted at the venue)  

A big smile and an open mind! 

Receipts, tickets and boarding passes for your return travels 
(please also send everything by email to valentina.milanese@afs.
org).  
 
Visa receipts: if you got a visa to enter the  Schengen area or 
Iceland, please bring the receipt with you.

So, the VSS is almost here and you’re starting to pack your bags. But you’re wondering, what in the 
world do I bring to this country up in the middle of the ocean that has all this weather?  No need 
to worry, let us help you out! So here’s what to bring:
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At the venue, you will have to go through the infamous VSS check-in process where you will be  
registered and photographed: no one crashes the Summer Summit. Here are some of the  
important steps of the check process:  
 
1. Sign the participants’ list.  
 
2. Present your travel documents. Our sponsor needs ALL this information: 
 
- ALL booking confirmations, itineraries or receipts showing your name, from where to where 
you have travelled and how, and the price you paid for BOTH ways: arrival and departure!  

- ALL boarding passes, bus tickets, gas receipts stating from where to where you have  
travelled. Screenshots of boarding passes and receipts from mobile apps/ phones are good as well! 
Remember to screenshot it before the app deletes it!  
 
3. Present your visa information, if applicable.  
 
4. Present your national ID/passport  
 
5. Have your picture taken with the one and only VSS sunflower: bonus points for originality! 
 
6. Take your personalized Very Important Nametag! The programme and a lot of other info are on it! 
 
7. Be showered in welcome gifts!  

CHECK-IN AT THE VENUE
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Tobacco: You can bring 200 cigarettes or 250g of tobacco products 
that are legal in Iceland. Anything extra will incur a specific tobacco duty.  

Alcohol: You can bring 6 units of alcohol total.   
 (total = what you bring in your luggage, both carry on and check in 
+ what you purchase at the duty free, both in home country and Ice-
land). Anything over and above will incur a specific alcohol duty.

A unit is: 
• 0,25 l of alcohol stronger than 21% 
• 0,75 l of alcohol under 21% such as wine 
• 3 liters of beer 
• 3 liters of alcoholic cider and other drinks up to 6%  
Any combination of units is allowed.  
 
Do remember that the legal purchasing age is 18 for tobac-
co and 20 for alcohol. The same goes for bringing it into the 
country.

WHAT CAN’T I BRING?
In Iceland, like in all other countries, there are certain restrictions on what one can 
bring into the country. For example snus is completely banned and only a certain 
amount of cigarettes and alcohol can be brought per passenger. This article will 
try to explain how it works:

TRAVELING BEFORE AND AFTER THE VSS?

Whether your trip to Iceland is strictly VSS related or your have a few extra days to visit the country, 
there are some great opportunities for fun authentic activities you can do while at the VSS or before 
and after.  
 
EFIL has partnered with Guide to Iceland, the world’s largest marketplace for Icelandic travel, to 
offer the VSS participant the opportunity to tour the Golden Circle or go horse back riding at an 
advantageous price while contributing to the event; guide to Iceland will in fact donate part of the 
profit to the Summer Summit.  
 
Don’t miss this chance, you will hardly find a better offer.  
 
Check out the offers and sign up for tours using our very special VSS link:  
 
https://guidetoiceland.is/book-trips-holiday/vss-2017?a=73663

IMPORTANT: It is forbidden 
to have and consume your 
own alcohol anywhere on the  
premises of the venue. The 
owner has kindly agreed to 
make an exception ONLY for 
the Bazar night! So you can 
bring alcohol for the Ba-
zar but CANNOT consume 
it at any other time during 
the event and in any other  
location but where the  
Bazar will take place. The  
remaining nights you can buy 
drinks at the reception bar 
(check the VSS rules on page 
10). 

https://guidetoiceland.is/book-trips-holiday/vss-2017?a=73663
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PRACTICAL INFO 
About Iceland
Emergency number (police, fire, ambulance): 
112 
 
Accommodation:
Iceland is a very popular tourist destination and sleep-
ing spots are filling up fast for August as I write. If you 
haven‘t booked any place to stay (if you intend to stay 
longer or arrive sooner) we recommend you do so as 
soon as possible! 
 
Climates and temperatures:
Icelandic summers are a bit chillier than most are 
used to, with average day temperatures around 
12-13°C while the night is averaging around 7-8°C. 
While we do get warmer days in between it is very 
important to bring good clothes (a warm coat/jacket, 
gloves, hat, thick socks, etc.) since the weather can 
be highly unpredictable, even during the summer.  

Currency and prices:
Iceland has its own currency called Icelandic  
Krona (ISK). €1 is around 120 ISK. 
Examples of prices: 
€4.00 A cup of coffee 
€7.50 A trip to the swimming pool 
€14.00 A typical fast food meal 
€40.00 To eat at mid-range restaurant 
€10.00 Large beer at a restaurant 
€120.00 pair of jeans 
 
If you want to go shopping for groceries: always look 
for the pink pig (called Bónus, cheapest supermarket) 
and avoid the expensive 10-11 stores (In many cases 
double the prices). Also note that Iceland only sells 
beer in special alcohol stores and the „beer“ found in 
Bónus, 10-11, etc. is not real beer. 

Transportation Check out the amazing article on 
this topic on page 4!
 
How to behave:
In nature: General rule of thumb is we don‘t leave any-
thing behind we brought with us and we don‘t take 
anything we find. Please respect the Icelandic nature, 
things like moss may seem harmless to mess with 
but in reality it takes hundreds of years to grow back.   

In swimming pools: Icelanders have hundreds of pub-
lic swimming pools spread around Iceland which are 
very popular with both locals and tourists. All public 
pools have rules that you need to wash thoroughly 
with soap without your swimming suit before entering 
the pool (of course in gender seperated showers). If 
you still don‘t understand or you are simply just faci-
nated by the Icelandic swimming culture then check 
this article out: https://iheartreykjavik.net/2014/12/
t h e - 6 - s t e p - g u i d e - t o - s w i m m i n g - i n - i c e l a n d /  

While traveling: If you are not staying at a hostel/
hotel please stay at campsites. They can be found 
almost everywhere over Iceland and are relative-
ly cheap (€8-12/night). Recently we have been hit 
by a wave of tourist camping/sleeping wherev-
er they want and even leaving an inappropriate 
trail behind them, this is highly frowned up on by  
Icelanders.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Electrical outlets:
Icelandic voltage is 220volts, like majori-
ty of countries in Western Europe. If yours 
is different you will need an adapter.  

Something unclear? Or just curious about other 
things in Iceland? 
Then join the facebook group „VSS Participant and 
Icelandic local connection forum“. There you will find 
many Icelanders that joined the group to help you 
have the best time you can in Iceland! 

https://iheartreykjavik.net/2014/12/the-6-step-guide-to-swimming-in-iceland/ 
https://iheartreykjavik.net/2014/12/the-6-step-guide-to-swimming-in-iceland/ 
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VSS TRADITIONS!

Veggie DayS 
Since its origin in Denmark, the Veggie Day has  
become one of the VSS traditions that participants 
love (to hate) most! It’s genius in its simplicity. For 
the whole day there will be no meat, chicken or 
fish served at the venue! So in one day you get 
all the delicious veggies that your body and brain 
needs AND you can decrease the ecological foot-
print of the event since eating less meat is known 
to be a healthier and more sustainable eating 
habit. It’s like killing no birds with one veggie!!   

And since most people are flying in to the 
VSS this year and we have to offset a pret-
ty high footprint there will be TWO super 
sustainable veggie dayS!!! They will be Tues-
day 15th and Thursday 17th of August.  

Besides continuing a tradition, having two veg-
gie days gives a chance for a VSS first: a vege-
tarian Bazar! The VSS veterans among you might 
wonder: how could that possibly work??, The 
first-comers might ask: what in Odin’s name is 
the Bazar? Keeep reading… all your questions will 
be answered bellow.  
 
The Bazar 
What do you imagine when you think of a Bazar? 
People wandering about among colourful stands 
full of goodies? Merchants trying to grab costum-
er’s attention? Goods been exchanged? Foods and 
drinks being eaten or drank? Finding surprising 
and interesting things to look at, taste, experience?  

Well then, you didn’t need any explanation of 
what the VSS Bazar is after all, that is exactly it!  

Each AFS Organization will have a spot assigned 
where they can showcase all the AFS merchan-
dise they manage bring to Iceland. So make sure 
to leave some room in your luggage to pack 
some AFS t-shirts, bags, towels, hats, usb sticks, 
rulers, pens and whatnot. During the Bazar night, 
visit the other participants’ stands, find out about 
their AFS organization and see what items they 
have to offer. Here is the catch: the VSS Bazar 
is a barter only market! You can exchange prod-
ucts to your heart’s content but not for money!   

To accompany this evening of trades and dis-
coveries we also invite you to bring some gas-
tronomical specialities from your country, be 
it food or drinks, alcoholic or not. Make people 
visiting your stand feel welcome and make them 
want to come back for another taste! Here is 
the catch: the 2017 edition of the VSS Bazar is a 
vegetarian only market*. As VSSers we want to 
promote sustainability through the event and we 
would love for you to help us by exploring the 
vegetarian culture of our country and put it on 
display at the bazar! You might not be able to 
bring your most typical products but what is the 
most original vegetarian dish from your region?   

*Milk and egg products are allowed, please avoid bringing 
meat or fish! 
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VSS RULES
1. Do you like to be waken up when you’re 
sound asleep and dreaming about unicorns? 
Neither do other *people. We are not going to 
be alone at the venue so it is very important to 
be quiet around the dormitories/ bedrooms 
and respect your roommates when going back 
to bed (late). Want to stay up all night long? The 
area around the canteen/bar is far from the bed-
rooms and you will not disturb anyone there. 

2. Do you like waiting? Well, even if you 
might, not all do, so please be on time for 
programme activities. The Trainer Team 
(and Prep Team) says a big ‘THANK YOU’ 

3. Cigarettes are fun, but not for everyone. 
So please only smoke in the designated areas.  
Smoking is prohibited inside public rooms. Also, 
follow the boy scout rule and use the ashtrays.   
(Don’t know the boy/girl scout rule?  
Check rule no. 7) 

4. The venue has a free Wi-Fi connection. 
However, if we all start trying out the Islandiga 

app and stream movies, that’s not going to work. 
So keep your internet consumption to a min-
imum. Also: instead of hanging on your phone, 
go talk to someone you don’t know or chal-
lenge the VSS challenge T-shirt holder! (Don’t 
know what it is? Ask someone you don’t know!)  

5. Fancy a drink? Let’s all fancy a drink after 
dinner time, and not before that. We will have 
our very own bar at the venue, which will serve 
drinks during and after dinner. Drink responsibly! 

6. It is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN to consume  
alcohol at the Örkin building, where all the 
more-bed rooms are located. Think it’s a joke? 
Think we are just saying that and won’t en-
force the rule? Well, unless you want us to  
confiscate all your booze you better think again.  
So let’s repeat it: it is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN to con-
sume ANY form of alcohol at the Örkin building.  

7. Leave the place cleaner than you found it 
(i.e. the boy/girl scout rule)! 
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Icelandic has 3 genders, masculine (m.), feminine (f.) and neutral (n.). Neutral is used for babies, some things and ideas. 
 
Greetings: 

Hæ sæti (m.)/sæta (f.) Hi cutie 
Halló Hello 
Góðan daginn Good morning/afternoon (before 18.00) 
Gott kvöld Good evening (after 18.00) 
Góða nótt Good night (when going to sleep) 
Hvað segirðu/segist? How are you? What’s up? 
Allt gott/fínt All good/fine 
Ágætt OK 
Allt skelfilegt All is wrong (not very used) 
Bæ/bless Bye/Goodbye 
(Vertu) sæll (m.)/ sæl (f.) Good-bye (more formal) 
 
Very important phrases and words: 

Þetta reddast! Everything will be OK/be fine/get sorted (commonly used in difficult situations or when having prob-
lems) 
Jæja Well/ What‘s new?/Well, let‘s get going, eh? (when wanting to leave)/ What a surprise!  
Nú jæja! OK! 
Einn bjór/ískaldan/hrímaðan, takk! One beer/ice-cold/frosty, thanks! 
Takk (kærlega fyrir) Thanks (very much) 
Viltu dansa? Want to dance? 
Kemurðu oft hingað? Do you come here often? 
Já/nei/aldrei/kannski Yes/no/never/maybe 
Er þetta þitt fyrsta VSS? Is this your first VSS? 
Sumarmót sjálfboðaliða Volunteer Summer Summit 
Aðgangur (stranglega) bannaður Access strictly forbidden 
Þú ert sætur (m.)/sæt (f.) You are cute 
Mér er kalt I am cold 
Þetta verður allt í lagi This is going to be OK 
 
Important questions:

Hvar er klósettið/salernið? Where’s the toilet/bathroom? 
Hvar er barinn? Where’s the bar? 
Hvað er að gerast? What’s happening? 
Hvað heitirðu? What’s your name? 
Hvar er info-desk? Where’s the info desk? 
Hvar er ég? Where am I? 
Má ég adda þér á feisbúk? Can I add you on Facebook? 
Hvað hefurðu verið sjálfboðaliði lengi? How long have you been a volunteer? 
Hvar er Eyjafjallajökull? Where is Eyjafjallajökull?

ICELANDIC LANGUAGE
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COMMUNITY PROJECT 
Menningarhátíð

Since 2011, the Community Project has been an 
event that most participants would wait for with 
trepidation and curiosity, eager to discover in which 
way the big VSS bunch would try to give back a bit 
of gratefulness to the local community hosting them.  

The Community Project idea was developed in  
France. The VSS team of the time felt that it would 
be a great idea (spoiler: it was!) to have the partici-
pants get out of their “AFS bubble” for an afternoon 
and engage in a different kind of volunteering to the 
benefit of the local community. That is why, equipped 
with brushes and white paint, about 150 volunteers 
went to a small village in the area and spent the day 
whitewashing and decorating. They day ended with a 
shared dinner between VSS volunteers and the local 
people, where participants had the chance to practice 
their Portuguese and to dance until the crack of dawn. 
The community project was such a success that it be-
came a tradition taking place at every VSS since then. 
Over the years the Community Project has acquired 
different shapes, but the local community is still at 
the core. Helping out with the renovation of a school 
, clearing a little lake of seaweed, picking up trash all 
over the venue, visiting a refugee camp, exploring the 
art and history of the place… These are among the 
activities that characterised the community project 
in the past, hopefully contributing to give to the “V” 
of the word “VSS” an additional shade of significance.  

The 2017 Support Team clearly didn’t want to 
be remembered for disrupting this tradition 
and has fully taken up the challenge to organise 
our very own Icelandic Community Project. This 
year’s community projects reflects the unwrit-

ten rules of the area where it will take place (the 
South Coast – Hvolsvöllur, Hella, Vík and so on).   
When brainstorming about how to ‘give back’ 
to the community that will be hosting us, we  
realised that instead of a hand in cleaning up or in  
maintenance work, what the local community most  
probably don’t want to miss is the change to have 
some intercultural learning opportunities being de-
livered at home. Icelanders of the South Coast are  
certainly exposed to people coming from different 
places (tourists are everywhere – you will see), how-
ever they might not have the occasion to actually get 
to know the foreigners that are visiting their villages a 
bit more deeply, in the intercultural sense, so to say. 
We aim to provide them with this opportunity. On 
the other hand, we thought we could learn from the 
community as well by inviting Icelandic associations 
that will organise activities with us. We will have the 
chance to get to know their work and engage with 
them together with people from the local community.  

This in a nutshell is going to be our community project: 
learning from the community and giving back to the 
community. How? In pure VSS tradition, by having fun! 
This is why we are extremely pleased to warmly invite 
you to our Menningarhátíð (Cultural Festival)! We prom-
ise you presentations from the locals, different activi-
ties organised by the Support Team, music, sports and, 
most of all, newly acquired friends and neighbours.  

Get ready to join us to the Menningarhátíð and be-
come a true Hellishólarean (we just made this word 
up but it sounds cute, we guess we’ll leave it). 
 
See you there!
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We were inspired by the midnight sun and the dark 
winters, all of which has influenced the imagination of 
Icelanders for many ages. Belief in elves and trolls has 
been a part of the Icelandic nation for many years and 
there are still people nowadays who believe in them.  
We wanted to choose a theme which could be 
rather easy for everyone to find an appropri-
ate costume for. So that even the person with 
the not so creative mind among us could come 
up with something to wear during the final party.   

And here we are – with a mythological  
party as the goodbye party of VSS Iceland.   

If you can’t in anyway think of anything, we suggest 
you think again. Here is a list of ideas for costumes: 
Northern gods (such as Thor, Óðinn….), Greek/Ro-
man gods (can be a specific one or just a white 
sheet wrapped up as a toga), Werewolves, Vam-
pires, Ghosts, Elves, Mermaids, Wizards and Witches.   

And of course any other mythological creatures that 
you might know of (even specific to your own country). 
We will also have stations during the leisure activity 
if you need help to make your own costume. Then 
there will also be a leisure activity to help make dec-
orations and to decorate the party place appro-
priately, because a mystical party isn’t really mys-
tical without the correct mood and decorations.  

So, get ready for some mystical fun in Iceland! 

GOODBYE PARTY 
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LEISURE ACTIVITIES 

Sports 
Hellishólar has a lot of green space ideal for sports. 
We will set up a pitch to play football and there will 
also be other sports and activities available. We will 
bring balls, frisbees and more. Join us for sports! 
  
Music 
Are you into music? Would you like to learn some clas-
sic Icelandic tunes? Did you bring an instrument with 
you? If any or all of these apply to you, you should 
definitely come make music with us. Showcase your 
talent – the world is your stage! 
  
Board games and fun 
They come in all sizes and boxes, they might contain 
dice, cards, plans, pieces, houses, money and whatev-
er else but one thing is for sure – they are fun and we 
love them. Bring your own games or come play the 
ones we already have. The more, the merrier. 
  
Icelandic class 
Jæja! During the Icelandic class we will get to know the 
basics of the Icelandic alphabet, take a special look 
at our weirder letters and diphthongs and then learn 
basic ways to greet people. We will then learn basic 
words and phrases and have fun while doing it. So, in 
short: Eyjafjallajökull. 

All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. So why risk it? Participate in one or more 
of these activities that will be offered to you after lunchtime. It’s up to you whether you 
pick something you’re good at and something you normally do to unwind, or explore 
the unknown and try something new.
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Knitting 
What do Icelanders do on dark and cold winter 
nights? They knit! They also knit during the day and 
in the summer, though. If you don’t know how to do 
it, we will teach you. If you have already mastered this 
art, join in for this knitting session to create something 
new or to help and teach others. 
  
Theatre improv 
Acting can be fun but also a lot of pressure, stress, 
stage fright… Well, worry no more. Let’s just be silly 
together, laugh, and play some improvisation games. 
Let go of your self-consciousness and do whatever 
comes to mind. That’s what improv is about. 
  
Reading out loud 
A calm get-together where short stories and book ex-
cerpts will be read out loud and you can just listen and 
relax. Let go of reality and dive into the world of liter-
ature. If you want to join an activity where you don’t 
have to be active, this one’s for you. 

  

Berry picking 
A founding block of every Icelandic child’s life, going 
berry picking (“fara í berjamó) is a yearly tradition for 
most Icelanders. Crowberries are abundant but if 
you’re lucky you’ll find the wild Icelandic blueberries, 
yum! 
  
Costume making 
Didn’t bring a costume for the final party? Worry no 
more. Show us your creative side by making your own 
costume and dazzle the other participants with your 
outfit! 
 
Prepping the final party 
The final party is one of the VSS highlights and defi-
nitely something to look forward to. Lend a helping 
hand to make this party a legendary party. All talents 
welcome!


